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ABSTRACT
Malicious editing of audiovisual content has emerged as a
popular tool for targeted defamation, spreading disinformation,
and triggering political unrest. Public speeches and statements
of political leaders, public figures, or celebrities are particularly
at target due to their effectiveness in influencing the masses.
Ubiquitous audiovisual recording of live speeches with smart
devices and unrestricted content sharing and redistributing on
social media make it difficult to address this threat using existing
authentication techniques. Given public recordings of live events
lack source control over the media, standard solutions falter. This
paper presents TalkLock, a speech integrity verification system that
can enable live speakers to protect their speeches from malicious
alterations even when the speech is recorded by any member of
the audience. The core idea is to generate meta-information from
the speech signal in real-time and disseminate it through a secure
QR code-based screen-camera communication. The QR code when
recorded along with the speech embeds the meta-information in
the content and it can be used later for independent verification in
stand-alone applications or online platforms. A user study with live
speech and real-world experiments with different types of voices,
languages, environments, and distances show that TalkLock can
verify fake content with 94.4% accuracy.
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• Security and privacy → Authentication; Tamper-proof and
tamper-resistant designs; Usability in security and privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
DeepFakes – a common term for intentionally deceptive synthetic
audiovisual content – have emerged as a primary tool for spreading
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disinformation. Recent research works [70] and clips [25, 51]
largely circulated on social media underscore the capabilities of
deepfakes where influential people, including former US presidents
Barack Obama and Donald Trump, appears to deliver misleading
or profane statements. While the specialized equipment and
substantial library of training content required for deepfakes
prevent its widespread usage by amateurs [34, 62], “shallow” fakes
represent a more immediate threat. ShallowFakes are commonly
available audiovisual clips that are selectively edited or manually
altered and recirculated to spread confusion and mislead an
audience. For instance, doctored footage of the U.S. House of
Representatives speaker Nancy Pelosi surfaced where she appears
to be intoxicated and slur her words during a press conference
[49]. Audiovisual media being the most persuasive form of
content on social platforms and news [36], synthetic videos can
manipulate the masses for political gains as seen in the case of the
fake video depicting Ukrainian president Volodymyr Zelenskyy
appearing to tell his citizens to surrender the fight against Russia.
It is considered one of the greatest threats to democracy [58]
for widespread implications in political slander and defamation,
propaganda, and manipulating social attitudes. Unfortunately,
despite tremendous effort, techniques to protect and verify the
authenticity of audiovisual content is sparse and non-existent for
public recordings of live events. We ask the question – Is it possi-
ble to protect a publicly delivered speech from alteration even when
anyone from the audience can record it live and publish it?

Existing methods for detecting altered audiovisual media
fundamentally adopt one of the two strategies: (a) artifact detection
and (b) embedding and verification of meta-information. The first
method seeks to identify any subtle abnormality in the sound or
video that might have been introduced during the editing process.
A class of techniques focus on the explicit technical inconsistencies
generated during editing operations like warping [42], blending
[39], and splicing [33] or signatures left by the commonly used
learning models [65, 68, 71, 72]. Latest detection algorithms extend
artifact detection to the human factors, such as minute mismatch
in spoken words and lip movements [12, 28], unnatural eye blinks
[41], inconsistent head poses [67], facial blood flow, heart rate [31]
or emotional state [47] of the speaker. However, the artifact-based
approaches rely on the limitations in the present-day alteration
techniques and therefore offer only a short-term solution until these
techniques evolve to produce more sophisticated fake content. This
results in an arms race, which is decidedly in favor of undetectable
fake content production [11, 30].

The second class of solutions, on the other hand, relies on adding
specific signatures or meta-information to the media file for content
integrity verification. It leverages control over the information
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Figure 1: Design overview: 1 The live speech-signature embedding module extracts features from speech signals in real-time
and generates a sequence of cryptographically secure QR codes. 2 The speech integrity verification module uses our algorithm
to check the speech in the content under question matches with the features recovered from the QR codes visible in the video.

at the source and embeds immutable signatures or markers on
the media. Available techniques range from adding obfuscated
information or digital watermarks to the content to introducing
identifying data along with the media information [43, 48, 55]. The
Content Authenticity Initiative [3] strives to develop a standard
to enforce meta-information-based provenance that can also be
effective against fake contents [64]. This approach can leverage
strong cryptographic techniques to assure efficient authenticity
verification. Naturally, these approaches require access to the
content at source or cooperation from the recording system, which
limits its application to highly controlled information publishing
methods. For instance, a pre-recorded public statement can include
a verification code to the file’s header before releasing it to the public
or news channels. However, such techniques are largely ineffective
for a live public speech which can be recorded and distributed by
anyone in the audience. Smartphones have given the capability
of recording to almost every individual and social platform has
provided access to copy, alter, and redistribute content. While this
underscores the need for protecting live speeches more now than
ever, existing techniques cannot bridge the gap.

In this paper, we present TalkLock, a speech integrity verification
system – the first of its kind that can enable live speakers to protect
their speeches from malicious alterations even when the speech
is recorded by any member of the audience. The core idea is to
generate real-time meta-information from the live speech signal
and disseminate it in a way that it will be included in the recording.
In the verification stage, the system expects matching features from
the audio data in the recording with this meta-information.

An end-to-end use case scenario is shown in Figure 1, where
the speaker’s mobile phone or a tablet serves as the 1 live
speech-signature embedding module. This module ‘listens’ to
the live speech and continuously generates cryptographic codes
with carefully designed verifiable features of the speech. The
device’s screen faces the audience and the sequence of codes is
shown on the screen as a sequence of QR codes. The QR codes
are captured in the audio-visual recording along with the speech –

basically embedding two information streams; the audio data of the
speech and the cryptographic code sequence in the video frames.
The presence of the QR code on the recording marks the recording
as a TalkLock verifiable content. The speech in the audio-visual
recording remains verifiable even when posted in different formats,
on any social media platform, or even when shown on television.
Any user, interested in verifying the speech integrity of the content,
invokes the 2 speech integrity verification module with the
content. This module systematically extracts the features from the
audio data and checks against the code sequence to identify if any
part of the speech is altered from the original live version.

While the concept of the system is clear, it needs to address several
theoretical and practical challenges to be useful in real-life scenarios.
First, the speech signal captured by the embedding module (placed
near the speaker) is not the same as the signal recorded by the
audience due to multipath distortions and environmental noise.
The system needs to identify audio features that are immutable to
this channel distortion but at the same time sensitive to any subtle
alteration made by the attacker. Next, the system should prevent
any possible manipulation of the captured QR code sequence,
including opportunistic reuse or reordering of the code that can
theoretically dodge verification. Moreover, the system essentially
creates a form of screen-camera communication that requires
careful design to maximize the usage of the limited data rate and
adverse channel effects. TalkLock overcomes these challenges to
develop the methods and a working prototype of the system.

It is possible to explore variations and improvements in various
aspects of the system design in response to specific environments
and application scenarios, including the code dissemination
modalities, encryption algorithms, and code verification approaches.
However, if the core idea is successful, this system can introduce
a new genre in the content verification system, i.e., live content
verification. It can be effective in protecting leaders and public
figures from humiliation or targeted extortion. TalkLock can
also provide a trustworthy forensic technique to verify recorded
live speeches without any cooperation or assumption from the
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recording device. Moreover, online news and social media can
efficiently identify and eliminate manipulated content that can
potentially lead to political and social unrest. It can be a step against
the growing culture of targeted disinformation.

Summary of contributions:
In developing TalkLock, we have made the following contributions:
• TalkLock presents a novel tamper-proofing system for live
speeches that allows anyone in the audience to record verifiable
speech videos.

• A design of two types of environment robust features: temporal
energy modulation and time-frequency convolutional features
which are robust channel impairments and can identify even
minute differences across speech phonemes.

• A channel-agnostic feature matching technique using Siamese
network and channel normalization method. This allows us to
match features computed from similar audio passed through
different channels.

• We implement the prototype and evaluate it with a live speech
from users and in different types of scenarios such as different
types of voices, languages, environments, and distances.

2 OVERVIEW
We present TalkLock’s threat model assumptions and use case
scenarios before enumerating the system design.

2.1 Adversary Model
We focus on adversaries whose goal is to maliciously modify or
alter speech recordings and redistribute the audiovisual contents.
The speaker in the original content can have it recorded in a
private setting or in a studio to be released later or can deliver
the speech directly to the live audience. In the case of a live speech,
we expect any person from the audience, including news reporters,
adversaries, and common people can record it with the purpose of
legitimate or malicious sharing. While the distribution of malicious
content generally surfaces on social media or other online groups,
we also consider possible forms of offline digital sharing (e.g.,
individual file sharing for extortion or use as evidence in court). The
adversary may obtain the original content by directly recording the
live event or downloading the published legitimate version of it.

TalkLock aims to verify the integrity of the speech in audiovisual
content. It is easier for the adversary to imperceptibly alter speech
in a video given widely available tools and therefore such threats
are immediate and practical with significant impact on the masses.
While it is technically possible to extend the proposed model to
detect malicious video tampering as well, in this paper we limit our
scope to the speech in the video. We expect that the adversary will
take necessary actions to modify portions of the video, such as the
lip motions so that the change in the speech is impossible to detect
with existing techniques.

Our system assumes the dynamic QR code generated by the speech
signature embedding module is visible on the video and decodable.
However, it is natural for an adversary to attempt to tamper with
or modify the QR code in some way. As described in Sections 3
and 4, our system, TalkLock, relies on a cryptographic signature to

detect compromised QR codes. The cryptographic signatures signed
by the private key of the speaker ensure that no adversary can
generate, tamper or modify an authentic QR code. This prevents an
adversary from launching a sophisticated replay attack by recording
a maliciously generated fake speech in the speaker’s environment
and generating the corresponding QR codes. In our target scenario,
the user delivers a public speech without any expectation for
privacy, and TalkLock does not introduce any directly identifiable
information. However, it is relevant to mention in this context that
a resourceful attacker can potentially make use of any features
extracted from the user’s voice data, in this case, TalkLock’s feature
set, to infer sensitive information, such as HRTF, bone conductivity,
vocal track features, etc. It is a growing concern with any form of
human-centric data and calls for an involved treatment. We aim to
focus on this concern in our future work.

It is important to note that, other than the private key of the speaker
used in signature embedding and weights of the Siamese network
used for verification, we do not assume any information about the
system design is kept secret from the adversary. We expect the
adversary to be knowledgeable about our feature set, signature
packet format, signature embedding algorithm, and every detail of
the verification process.

2.2 Design Overview
TalkLock design has two primary modules.

1 The live speech-signature embedding module extracts
features from speech signals in real-time and generates a sequence
of cryptographically secure Quick Response (QR) codes. This
module runs independently on a computing device that has a
microphone for recording sound and a screen for displaying the
QR code sequence. Any common smart device (e.g., tablet or a
smartphone) or a laptop can serve this purpose, or a dedicated
sound processing and display module can be developed. A user
who wants to protect against malicious alteration of her speech
places this module with the QR code screen visible to the audience
so that the audiovisual recordings capture the dynamically updated
codes. TalkLock carefully generates the speech features that remain
immutable to the ambient noise and multipath channel propagation,
as explained in Section 2.3. These features, alongwith cryptographic
signatures, get embedded in the live recordings of the event through
the QR codes.

2 The speech integrity verification module uses our algorithm
to check the speech in the content under question matches with
the features recovered from the QR codes visible in the video. This
module can run on any computing platform, including standalone
computers or smart devices and online social platforms. For fully
automated verification scenarios, the verification process would
require an internet connection to obtain the public key of the
speaker. Note that the speech quality in the content can naturally
differ from the source sound signal seen by the signature embedding
module for the reasons elaborated in Section 3. TalkLock verification
algorithm is designed for robust integrity check despite these
unavoidable differences in a live recording. We elaborate on the
process in Section 4.
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Figure 2: a) The spectrogram of the spoken consonant ‘s’
followed by the vowel ‘a’ recorded with a microphone, b) The
locations of the first two formants (F1 and F2) for the vowel
sound ‘i’ and ‘a’.

2.3 Primers and Challenges
This section is a high-level introduction to the characteristics of
human speech, followed by acoustic phenomena that can impact
our feature selection and verification process.

A. Human Speech Basics
Speech production
Human speech can be viewed as periodic airwaves produced by the
lungs, modulated through a sequence of steps in the throat, nose,
and mouth. When the vocal cords are constricted, the vibrations
induced in the airflow are called voiced signals. The voiced signals
generate high energy pulses – in the frequency domain, the signal
contains a fundamental frequency and its harmonics. On the other
hand, when the vocal cords dilate and allow the air to flow through
without heavy vibrations, the outcome is called unvoiced signals.
Both voiced and unvoiced signals then pass glottis, which further
pulsates to add temporal variation to the signal power as well as
distinctiveness to different words and an individual’s voice.

Structure in speech signals
While the above discussions present a biological/linguistics point of
view, we now discuss how they relate to the recorded speech signals
and their structures. Figure 2.a shows the spectrogram when a
human user pronounces the alphabets “sa” – the signal was recorded
through a smartphone microphone 1. Although a toy case, the
spectrogram captures the key building blocks of speech structure.
We make a few observations that will underpin the challenges in
identifying distinct features in human speech.
(1) The first visible signal (between 0.6 and 0.75 seconds)
corresponds to the unvoiced component, the consonant “s”. This
signal is similar to noise with energy spread out rather uniformly
across the frequency band. The energy content in this signal is low
to moderate.
(2) The second visible signal corresponds to the vowel “a” and
is an example of the voiced component. The signal shows a low
fundamental frequency and many harmonics all the way to 4KHz.
Fundamental frequencies are around 85–180Hz for males and
165–255Hz for females [60]. The energy content of this signal is far
stronger than the unvoiced counterpart.

1The Y axis shows up to 4kHz, since the normal human conversation in non-tonal
languages like English is dominantly confined to this band. Figure 2 is taken from [56]
with permission.

(3)Within the voiced signal, the energy content is higher in the lower
frequencies. These strong low-frequency components determine
the intelligibility of the spoken phonemes (i.e., the perceptually
distinct units of sound [63]) and are referred to as formants [37]. The
first two formants (say, 𝐹1, 𝐹2) remain between 300–2500Hz and
completely form the sound of the vowels, while some consonants
have another significant formant, 𝐹3, at a higher frequency. Figure
2.b shows examples of 2 vowel formants – “i” and “a” – recorded
by the microphone.

B. Spatial Diversity of Sound Quality
In essence, TalkLock attempts to compare speech recorded at
two different places – first, the original speech recorded with
the embedding module placed near the speaker, and, second
the audience records the live speech using different audiovisual
recording devices. Speech signals in these two recordings can be
significantly different for two major reasons:

(a) Multipath distortion. The major impact is introduced by the
multipath propagation of sound waves. Multipath is a natural
phenomenon where a signal, after leaving the source (i.e., the
speaker’s mouth), reflects off objects in the environment to create
echoes or replicas. The replicas then propagate through paths of
different delays before combining at the receiver (i.e., the recording
microphone). The lengths of these individual paths decide the
phase delays of the replicas and therefore their superimposition
leads to a specific amplitude and phase of the received signal.
While this phenomenon is useful for spatial sensing [13, 14, 26],
it presents a critical challenge in matching speech signals for
verification. Recording device placed at different locations, even
when separated by only a few inches, receives a unique combination
of path lengths resulting in different signal qualities [57]. Given
the embedding device is placed close to the speaker, the effect
of multipath distortion is limited in the signal used for QR code
generation and can vary at the recording devices depending on the
multipath acoustic environment.

(b) Environmental noise sources. Although any noise in the
environment is recorded by both the embedding and recording
devices, their intensities may vary due to the location of the noise
sources. Typically, the impact of crowd noise, including indistinct
voice or applause, is noticeable on the recording devices because
of the close proximity but negligibly on the embedding device.
Moreover, various other impulse and white noise sources are
common in live speech settings that diversify the local effect of the
undesired signals in the recording.

■ Could we simply use speech-to-text conversion?
Speech-to-text conversion can produce texts corresponding to the
live speech which can potentially replace the features in the QR
codes. While seems an appropriate choice, it fails in practice. The
acoustic channel and background noise are different at the speaker
and audience side which leads to a different interpretation of some
words at the embedding and the verification causing false alarms.
Moreover, Speech-to-text conversion does not capture the tone,
pitch, or speed of the speech. Attackers can leverage this gap to
create a caricature of the speech without changing the words as
seen in an altered speech video of Nancy Pelosi that made her
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appear intoxicated during a press conference just by slowing down
the speed of the speech [49].

3 SPEECH SIGNATURE EMBEDDING
3.1 Authentication Feature Generation
(a) Temporal Energy Modulation. The modulation of the sound
intensity over time is considered the most salient acoustic feature
in speech and it plays a crucial role in human perceptual speech
comprehension as well as automatic speech recognition algorithms.
Our first set of features (𝜒𝑚𝑜𝑑 ) captures this phenomenon by
averaging spectral energy over a short time window of the
normalized spectrogram, as shown by the following equation. Here
𝑁 is the number of frequency bins. Figure 3. a shows the capacity
of this feature set in discriminating closely sounding words even
when passed through a multipath channel.

𝜒𝑚𝑜𝑑 =
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑌 (𝑓 (𝑖), 𝑡) (1)

(b) Time-Frequency Convolutional Features TalkLock
verification algorithm relies on the features to identify alteration
of the speech and the features should be sensitive to even the
slightest change in a spoken word. Sounds of two words can
minimally differ by a phoneme which is the phonological unit
that forms the fundamental set of possible sounds in a language.
We design our features to be capable to distinguish such word
couples, called minimal pairs. Figure 4 shows the spectrograms
of a minimal pair ‘go’ and ‘no’. The temporal energy modulation
feature alone cannot separate all minimal pairs as some phonemes
can be manipulated to have the same average energy envelop over
a time window differing from each other only by the formants or
the concentration of acoustic energy at different frequencies. We
develop a feature set (𝜒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 ) to capture the distribution of formant
energy in the spectrogram using a two-dimensional convolution
with a rectangular kernel K . Figure 3.b shows the difference in
Time-Frequency Convolutional features of two words recorded in
a realistic multipath environment.

𝜒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 = 𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛[𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 (𝑌 (𝑓 , 𝑡),K)] (2)

3.2 Channel Normalization
To select features that can be matched regardless of the different
channels and environmental noises. Figure 4 shows the spectrogram
of two words. First, we apply a threshold-based filter on a
spectrogram to remove all values less than some pre-defined
threshold. This allows us to remove all time-frequency bins that
have low amplitude because they are contributing very small
information to the audio listened by humans. Then we observe
the effect of the propagation channel on the recorded audio:

𝑌 (𝑓 , 𝑡) = 𝐻 (𝑓 , 𝑡) ∗ 𝑆 (𝑓 , 𝑡)
Here S is the actual speech, H is the channel, and Y is the speech
recorded by the phone. We assume that for a short amount of time,
the channel remains constant because both the speaker and recorder
remain stationary.

𝑌 (𝑓 , 𝑡) = 𝐻 (𝑓 ) ∗ 𝑆 (𝑓 , 𝑡)

Figure 3: The comparison of (top-row) temporal energy mod-
ulation features, and (bottom-row) time-frequency convo-
lutional features of two closely sounding words ‘back’ and
‘attack’ after passing through the channel.

Figure 4: Spectrograms of the words ‘No’ and ‘Go’.

This equation tells us that for each frequency f, the channel is
nothing but a multiplication with a constant complex number. So,
if we normalize each frequency by the absolute maximum value
for the same frequency over time, we can remove the effect of the
channel. The step-by-step formulation is as follows: Compute the
maximum absolute values for each frequency ‘f’. Let 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 be the
time window for which speech S has the maximum absolute value

𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( |𝑆 (𝑓 , 𝑡) |)
Since a channel is nothing but a constant multiplication, received
signal Y also has the maximum absolute value at the same time
window 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( |𝑌 (𝑓 , 𝑡) |) = |𝐻 (𝑓 ) | ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( |𝑆 (𝑓 , 𝑡) |)
Finally, if we normalize the frequencies by their absolute maximum
values, we can remove the effect of the channel.

|𝑌 (𝑓 , 𝑡) |
|𝑌 (𝑓 , 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) |

=
|𝐻 (𝑓 ) | ∗ |𝑆 (𝑓 , 𝑡) |

|𝐻 (𝑓 ) | ∗ |𝑆 (𝑓 , 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) |
=

|𝑆 (𝑓 , 𝑡) |
|𝑆 (𝑓 , 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) |

This allows us to match audio even when they are recorded at
different locations, and by different devices.

3.3 Immutable Code Dissemination
Traditional meta-information-based authentication techniques
assume access to the audiovisual content at the time during
production and can embed the information directly into the content
as metadata or obfuscated signals on the media. However, TalkLock
attempts to protect live events and embed the information on the
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media without any control over the recording or content production
process. An audience can record the live speech and the resulting
content should have TalkLock meta-information embedded into
the video data. To this end, it disseminates the meta-information
in the form of a screen-camera communication between the live
speech-signature embedding module used by the speaker and
the camera that records the event. Next, we elaborate on the
format for the meta-information followed by the QR-code-based
communication concept.

(1) Meta-information format
The embedding module creates a packet of meta-information
with features computed from the past two-time windows, packet
index number, and a digital signature. Each time window provides
50 Temporal Energy Modulation feature values (𝜒𝑚𝑜𝑑 ), and 100
Time-Frequency Convolutional feature values (𝜒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 ). Therefore,
in total each packet contains 300 features. Figure 5 shows the
arrangement and size of the data in the packet. The feature
values are originally generated as single precision (16-bit) positive
floating-point numbers less than one. We consider three decimal
points of these values and packet them as short integers of size two
bytes each. We use 256-bit Elliptical Curve private key encryption
which generates a 64-byte digital signature. We combine 300
features (600 bytes), a packet index (2 bytes), and a digital signature
(64 bytes) to generate a complete packet of size 666 bytes.

Figure 5: The meta-information packet format.

Packet index:We include an unsigned-integer index number to
the meta-information packet index that wraps around after every
65536 iterations. This index number serves two purposes. First, as
elaborated in the next section, it aids the packet decoding process
to keep track of newly available information. Most importantly
this index number helps the system to identify malicious editing
where only frame sequences are altered without any changes to
the content.

Daisy-chaining adjacent time windows: We embed
meta-information of the previous two-time windows into
each packet. This creates a daisy chain-like structure in which
QR code number ‘n’ contains meta-information regarding time
windows ‘n-1’ and ‘n-2’, as shown in Figure 6. The packet index
number prevents an adversary from altering the frame sequences,
but it cannot prevent a ‘replay attack’ from the same user’s past
content. Potentially an attacker can reuse a QR code with the
same index number from past recordings. TalkLock stops such
attack by daisy-chaining adjacent time-windows. When each
window is encrypted, any change in the one-time window would
require changing the entire stream of speech making opportunistic
replacement practically impossible. Note here that the daisy-chain
structure does not prevent the audience from recording a verifiable

speech starting from an arbitrary point in time. Our verification
process is independent of the starting and ending point of the
recording and runs independently on each QR code. TalkLock
starts the verification process after two-time windows of speech
duration have passed and the first QR code is recorded by the
audience till the end of the recorded speech.

Digital signature: We anticipate that an equipped adversary
will attempt to avoid detection by carefully manipulating
the meta-information to match the altered speech. We use a
cryptographic digital signature to prevent tampering with the
data in the packet. The system uses a 256-bit private key of the
speaker to generate the 64-byte signature over the entire byte
array containing features and packet index sign, as shown in
Figure 5. This private key is an information secret to the adversary
and therefore cannot successfully generate a new or modify an
existing meta-information packet without getting detected by the
signature authentication process. The system applies Elliptic Curve
key encryption for the signature, which is a popular and tested
method adopted by large-scale messaging applications including,
WhatsApp [2], Facebook [5], and Signal [4].
(2) Screen-camera communication with QR codes
A meta-information packet is generated for each time window
of the speech signal. We use a QR-code-based screen-camera
communication to disseminate the meta-information so that it
will automatically get embedded in the content during recording.
QR codes are originally designed for short range (less than 30
cm) and small data exchange to camera-enabled mobile devices
[24, 29, 32, 40]. Later QR code format and decoding process evolved
to communicate at a high data rate of several Mbps and over a large
distance of tens of meters [53]. We select QR code-based embedding
for its robustness to variations of commodity cameras, recording
angles, and surrounding environments.

To date, there are 40 versions of QR codes with different data
capacities and ranges of operation. We use QR code version-18
with a data capacity of 741 bytes for the meta-information packet.
The system generates a QR code from the packet in each time
window, as shown in Figure 6. A QR code is displayed on the screen
of the speaker’s live speech-signature embedding module. We limit
the size of the QR code maximum dimension to 3 inches that fit
on average smartphone screens. Our experiments show that the
recording device can capture and successfully decode the QR codes
from more than 20 feet. Naturally bigger QR codes displayed on a
tablet, or an LCD screen can further increase the range of decoding
for specific application scenarios.

4 SPEECH INTEGRITY VERIFICATION
The verification process first separates the speech signal from the
audiovisual content under test and focuses on two-time windows
of speech at a time. This section explains the steps involved in this
integrity verification process.

4.1 Speech Denoiser
For integrity verification, TalkLock compares the features computed
from the speech signal under test with the features embedded
into the QR code. However, it is not feasible to compare these
features when there is a strong local noise present at the receiver
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Figure 6: The timings of the QR code generation and time-
windows.

end, such as phone ringing, clapping, or babbling noise. We add
a speech-denoising module to eliminate such spurious sounds.
We have adopted a state-of-the-art speech enhancement model
proposed in [20] to implement the denoiser. The model is based
on an encoder-decoder architecture optimized on both time and
frequency domains using multiple losses.

4.2 Feature Recovery from QR Sequence
Each frame of the video contains a packet index number in a QR
code that changes at the beginning of each time window and holds
the meta-information packet corresponding to the previous two
windows. The system first decodes the QR code using standard
libraries and recovers the meta-information packet from the code.
It then decrypts the signature from the packet using the speaker’s
public key and compares it with the hash of the data part of the
packet. In case of a failed match, the system considers the QR code
for the current time window to be compromised and moves on
to the next window after raising an alert. In case of successful
authentication, the system proceeds to packet index verification.
Given theQR codes are displayed for awhole-timewindow,multiple
video frames may capture the same QR code. The system waits for
an unseen packet index number to proceed with discarding the
duplicates. However, an out-of-sequence packet index indicates
a malicious frame swap or deletion. The system raises an alert
and continues processing for the next time window. After passing
the signature and packet index verification, the feature vectors
(𝜒𝑄𝑅 = [𝜒𝑚𝑜𝑑 , 𝜒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣]) are recovered from the packet.

The next step is to generate features (𝜒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐ℎ) from the previous
two-time windows of speech separated for verification against the
features recovered from the QR code. However, this step requires
precisely identifying the time window boundaries from the received
speech signal or the features may not match with that from the QR
code. The use of the wrong audio chunk for feature extraction is a
crucial problem because the spectrogram varies quickly with time.
Note that the timing of the windows is defined by the embedding
module at the speaker side and there are no explicit information
exchange embedding and verification modules. The QR codes
generated at the edge of the time windows could be an indicator
of window timings. However, these timings are imprecise as there

Figure 7: Histograms of Euclidean distances between original
features with that of the real and modified speeches.

can be a maximum gap of one video frame between the QR code
displayed and the recorder first capturing a complete view of it.
Moreover, the sound takes some time to travel from the speaker to
the recording device, called signal propagation delay, but the QR
code is seen by it almost instantly leading to a mismatch between
the QR code and speech window timings. We elaborate to mitigate
this synchronization issue.

4.3 Frame Synchronization
We target to deal with the window synchronization challenge using
a correlation method. We use the new QR codes as a coarse timing
for the windows. Next, instead of picking only the previous time
window for processing, we pick a longer duration of the speech
signal in a way that it encompasses the audio received after a
propagation delay. Then use a one-timewindow of data and slide the
window over the speech signal in iterations. For each window, the
system computes the feature set and correlates these features with
the features extracted from the QR code. The maximum correlation
happens when the sliding window matches with a majority, if not
all, of the features. We define this maximum correlation point as
the time-window boundary. Note that once a boundary is found, it
can be used to find the subsequent windows.

After window synchronization, the next step is to generate features
(𝜒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐ℎ) from the previous time window of the speech applying the
same feature generation algorithm used in the embedding process
(Section 3). These two sets of features, 𝜒𝑄𝑅 and 𝜒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐ℎ , are saved
for verification.

4.4 Channel-agnostic Feature Verification
The final step compares the feature vectors from the speech and
the QR codes to verify authenticity. However, due to environmental
noise and multipath distortion, these two feature sets do not
exactly match even legitimate speech recordings. One approach
to allow small differences in the features is to use the Euclidean
distance or similarity score. Figure 7 shows a clear difference
between the distances with real and modified audio. But for the final
classification, we need to define a threshold. A pre-defined threshold
may work for a certain acoustic environment and noise scenario
but is likely to perform inadequately in a different environment.
We used a deep learning-based approach instead.
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Figure 8: Network design of a proposed classifier.

We refer to deep learning which shows amazing performance in
image classification [35, 45] and signature verification [21, 27]
which are close to feature verification with minute variations. From
the collection of deep learning models for signature verification,
we choose Siamese networks that contain two similar networks
that run in parallel with weights shared between them. Both
original features (i.e., decoded from QR code) and the features
under verification (i.e., extracted from audio) are passed through
the network which projects these features into a different domain.
These networks are trained in a manner so that it projects features
of authentic audio (even with channel variation and noise) closer
to the true features, and features of modified audio far from the
true features. Once the projection is done, it needs a classifier for
the final authenticity result. For this, we train a 4-layer neural
network-based classifier for final real/fake classification. Figure
8 shows the architecture of our both Siamese network and the
neural classifier. The Siamese network comprises 5 1-Dimensional
convolution layers with ReLU activation containing 4, 8, 16, 16, and
16 filters respectively.

Arguably, any deep-learning model can be vulnerable to carefully
crafted adversarial attacks. However, adversarial attempts often
leverage the full or partial knowledge of the model (white-box
attack) [15, 16, 69], and keeping the model parameters secret can
prevent such attacks. On the other hand, a black-box attack (i.e.,
without the knowledge of the model) is still possible, as shown
by some recent papers [17, 23], if the adversary can observe the
model’s response to enough number of queries. In TalkLock, the
system can keep the model parameters hidden and limit the number
of queries allowed for a given audiovisual content per user to avoid
such adversarial attacks.

4.5 Obtaining the Public Key
The public key of the speaker is required to verify the digital
signature in the meta-information packet. The features signed by
the speaker’s private key can only be verified by the corresponding
public key. That is why we are signing before embedding selected
features. Otherwise, anyone can fool our system by modifying
both audio and embedded features. Therefore, we need to devise
a method in which the verifier can ensure that the public key
corresponds to the speaker in the video.

There are two approaches to obtaining a public key. First is
by using Transport Layer Security (TLS) certificates, which are
primarily used to open an encrypted channel with the web server,
encrypt email and voice over IP [18]. Certificate authorities, after
verification issues a signed digital certificate containing the sender’s
public key. TLS certificates allow anyone to verify the identity
of the sender by verifying the authenticity of a digital certificate
using publicly available keys of certificate authorities [10]. The
limitation of this method is that anyone who wants to verify a video
needs to contact a speaker to obtain a public key. The second is by
maintaining an app database server that contains a list of public keys
corresponding to each user. Similar to Facebook, and WhatsApp
encryption protocols, upon installation, the app generates a key
pair and shares its public key with the app server. Note that keys are
generated inside the speaker’s device so the private key has never
passed through the network and the server has no information
about private keys.

4.6 Dynamic QR Code Refresh Rate
TalkLock disseminates a meta-information packet by embedding
a complete packet into a QR code. Since the packet comprises
666 Bytes, we need to use a QR code of at least version 18. The
complexity of a QR code increases with the version of the QR code,
which can decrease the decoding robustness of the QR code in
live speeches. So, rather than using a single complex QR code to
embed a complete packet, we aim to use a smaller/less complicated
version of the QR code. We achieve this by dividing a packet into
‘n’ smaller chunks. Then we increase the refresh rate of the QR
code accordingly by ‘n’ times because we still want to disseminate
a complete packet of 666 Bytes. At the verification end, the system
can determine the factor ‘n’ from the version of the QR code. The
system extracts data from ‘n’ consecutive QR codes and combines
them to form a complete packet.

5 EVALUATION
This section initially discusses the implementation details and
experimental setup. Then it evaluates the performance of TalkLock,
under various practical scenarios.

5.1 Experimental Setup
Setup: We develop a prototype for TalkLock using Python
and Matlab. To collect diverse scenarios of data, we emulate a
live speaker using a laptop speaker. The live speech-signature
embedding module runs in real-time on a laptop. We record the
audio and video of the person using an iPhone 11 and Canon
EOS camera with a QR code visible in the captured frame. We use
open-source libraries, QR code [7] and pyzbar [6], to generate and
decode QR codes. To apply the cryptographic signatures, we use the
Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). We record
and store the video to process it offline and verify the integrity of
the content. Figure 10 shows an experimental setup of TalkLock.

Training Dataset: To train the Siamese network, we create our
training dataset from the LibriSpeech ASR corpus [52], which
contains spoken sentences from 40 different persons. We randomly
choose 200 seconds of speech data for 30 speakers and convolve it
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Figure 9: Classification performance under different a) voices, b) languages, c) environments, d) distance between speaker and a
QR code generator.

Figure 10: Experimental Setup with the human speaker, cam-
era location, and the speech signature embedding module
implemented on a laptop.

with 8 unique room impulse responses [61] to add the variation of
different acoustic environments. We generate synthetically altered
recordings, or negative examples, with the same set of speakers and
room impulse responses. Finally, we get 800 minutes of original
and altered data points each for our training dataset.

Performance Metrics: TalkLock predicts the authenticity of the
audio-visual media content. This is a single class classification
problem with the output either real or fake. To evaluate the
performance of this system, we used classification accuracy, recall,
and precision as our metrics. We also calculate the root mean
squared error (RMSE) between the authentic features and extracted
features from the recorded audio. A low RMSE score signifies that
the extracted features are similar to the authentic features which
are used to create the QR code.

5.2 End-to-End Performance
This section summarizes the overall performance of TalkLock.
We evaluated our system under eight different voice types, six
languages, eight types of noise sources, and seven types of acoustic
environments. We also performed experiments with varying
distances between the speaker and QR code-generating module
from 1 foot to 5 feet. The overall results show that TalkLock achieves
87.59%, 90.52%, and 87.15% of mean accuracy, recall, and precision
respectively. Next, we will discuss and analyze the evaluations in
detail.

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Impact of different voices: Ideally, a verification system should
work for any voice without any additional calibration or training.
We test TalkLock’s performance with eight different voices (four
male and four female) and the 10,000 most common words taken
from Google’s Trillion Word Corpus. Note that these voices are
completely different from the voices present in our training dataset.
We place the laptop running live speech-signature module one
foot from the speaker and the recording camera three feet from
the speaker. We captured 80 minutes of speech data, comprising
approximately 4800 words, containing an equal amount of original
and synthetically altered recordings. To obtain the original speech
data, we recorded a 5-minute live speech session for each speaker
while simultaneously running a signature embedding module for
QR codes. Next, to generate the altered speech data, we recorded
an additional 5-minute session for each speaker, with different
content from the original speech. We then replaced the audio of
the authentic speech with new audio to produce a synthetically
altered speech. The purpose of creating a set of altered recordings
with the same voice but different words is to simulate an adversary
who may try to modify the content by changing the words while
preserving the original speaker’s voice. Figure 9.a shows that Talk-
Lock achieves 94%, 91%, and 97% of mean accuracy, recall, and
precision respectively.

Impact of different languages: We evaluate the system using
the Multilingual LibriSpeech dataset [54] which contains spoken
sentences in six different languages English, French, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, and Spanish. Figure 9.b shows that TalkLock achieves
more than 90% accuracy on all languages and proves to be agnostic
to languages.

Impact of acoustic environments:We performed experiments in
seven different acoustic environments: meeting room, auditorium,
classroom, hallway, lab, home, and outdoor. Each acoustic
environment has a unique multi-path profile and ambient noise.
Figure 11 shows our setup in few of these locations. In Figure 9.c,
we see that TalkLock achieves a mean classification accuracy of
87.7%. The histogram shows that the performance in the outdoor
environment is less than that of the indoor environment. This is
due to the presence of higher ambient noise from passing traffic
and pedestrians.

Impact of environmental noise: We tested TalkLock in varying
types of noise conditions in both simulation and real-world
experiments. For simulation data, we create the data by applying
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Figure 11: System evaluation at various locations a) Audito-
rium, b) Hallway, c) Outdoor.

Figure 12: Classification accuracy under different a) SNR
levels, b) types of noises.

room impulse responses (RIR) from the MIT RIR dataset [61]. Then,
we add different levels of Additive White Gaussian Noise. Figure
12.a shows that with 0 dB SNR, TalkLock’s classification accuracy
is close to 50% which is no better than a random guess in two-class
classification. The accuracy increases with the increase in SNR
level and reaches above 90% after 20 dB of SNR level. For real-world
experiments, we play various noises in the background using a
digital audio speaker. The SNR level is maintained at 30dB at the
laptop, which is generating the QR code, and 20dB at the recording
smartphone. From experimental results shown in Figure 12.b, we see
that with varying noise levels TalkLock achieves 90% classification
accuracy.

Effect of distance: We evaluate the performance of our system
with varying distances between the speaker and QR generator
from 1 foot to 5 feet. Other parameters like voice type, loudness,
and location were fixed. Figure 9.d shows that within 2 feet,
the classification accuracy is above 90%. We observe that the
performance degrades with the distance because of the reduction
in SNR of sound with distance.

Live speech experiment: In this section, we evaluate our system
on live speech. For this experiment, we recorded live speeches of
4 different speakers. Our study has been approved by the IRB of
our institution. For each user, we collected two separate speeches
of 60 seconds each. We recorded the speech video using an iPhone
11. These are authentic speech examples that we want TalkLock
to classify as real. To create doctored footage, we swap the audio
of two speeches from the same speaker. This represents the best
possible speech modification attack because it has no artifacts and
anomalies which are generally present in fake content. We collected
480 seconds of authentic and 480 seconds of fake speech to TalkLock
for verification. Figure 13 shows that our system is able to accurately
identify real and fake content with 85% accuracy.

Figure 13: Classification performance of TalkLock under live
speech recordings.

Computational complexity: In this section, we analyze the
computational complexity of TalkLock. The signature embedding
module has a constant time complexity of O(1) as it performs the
same commands to compute features and generate QR codes for
each time window. On the other hand, the verification module
has a linear time complexity of O(n), where ‘n’ is the number of
time windows in the recorded speech, as the verification process is
independent for each time window. We implemented the prototype
on a laptop with an Intel i7 10th generation processor, 32 GB
RAM, and Nvidia GeForce 2060 GPU, and evaluated the execution
time for both modules. The signature embedding module takes
0.157 seconds, which is less than the duration of the time window
(1 second) necessary to ensure real-time dissemination of the
meta-information. The verification module takes 1.223 seconds
to verify each time window, which is acceptable as verification can
run offline. Note that the execution time of both modules depends
on the device’s CPU, RAM, and GPU specifications.

5.4 Micro-benchmarks
In this section, we perform micro-evaluations to understand the
effect of system design parameters and the robustness of our system.

Effect of channel normalization and frame synchroniza-
tion: To highlight the importance of channel normalization and
frame synchronization, we performed a benchmarking experiment.
We picked a sample feature embedded into the QR code and
a feature computed from the authentic recorded audio. Figure
15.a shows that after applying both channel normalization and
frame synchronization, features embedded into the QR code and
features computed from the recorded audio follow a similar trend.
It also shows that without frame synchronization and channel
normalization computed features are notmatchingwith the features
embedded in the QR code. This highlights the importance of
channel normalization and frame synchronization in matching
features from the recorded audio. Figure 15.b shows a cdf plot
comparing the RMSE between features with and without using
Channel normalization and frame synchronization.

Verification is robust to online media formats: In this section,
we experimented to evaluate the robustness of TalkLock under
diverse devices and social media sites. Different devices and social
media sites often use different video and audio codecs. Codec
is a program that encodes and decodes data streams. We tested
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Figure 14: RMSE between features a) under various audio formats, b) video formats, c) audio sampling rate, and d) video frame
rate. (Note: the x-axis for figures 1 and 2 is from 0 to 0.1, and for figures 3 and 4 is from 0 to 0.2).

Figure 15: a) Comparing embedded and recorded features
with and without applying channel normalization and frame
synchronization, and b) cdf of their RMSE.

our system under the following three most commonly used audio
codecs: Advanced Audio Codec (AAC) [22], Apple Lossless Audio
Codec (ALAC), and MP3 [59]. We also tested our system under
the three most common video codecs: H.264 [66], HVEC, and
MPEG [38]. Figure 14.a shows that the cdf plot of RMSE between
embedded features and features computed from the recorded audio
does not change with different audio formats. Similarly, Figure 14.b
shows that features are robust to various video formats. We also
evaluate the performance for different sampling and frame rates.
Figure 14.c shows the cdf of RMSE between features using different
sampling rates. This plot highlights that error drastically increases
when the sampling rate is reduced to 4KHz which is reasonable
because human speech has meaningful information till 4KHz and
by sampling at 4KHzwe are getting rid of useful information. Figure
14.d shows the cdf of RMSE between features using different frame
rates. This shows that as long as the frame rate is greater than 5Hz,
features remain robust to variations in frame rate.

Effectiveness of features:
TalkLock is using temporal energy modulation and time-frequency
convolutional features. We choose these two features because of
their ability in detecting a minute difference in sounds which
makes them capable of detecting a difference in closely sounding
words called word families. For example, attack, back, and knack
correspond to the same word family. To evaluate how our system
performs when a word is replaced with a closely-sounding
word, we simulated the following experiment. We collected a
list of 50 different word families, and each family contains 10
closely-sounding words. For each word family, we compare all
words with each other. To test, if classification accuracy is robust to
practical scenarios, we performed the above-mentioned experiment
by applying 30 different channel responses from the MIT channel
responses data set. Figure 16 shows the cdf of classification accuracy.
It shows that our system achieves a median of 85% accuracy in this

Figure 16: Classification accuracy with different numbers of
features.
highly sophisticated attack. To test the effectiveness of the designed
features, we performed the same experiment by using only one
kind of feature at a time. Figure 16 shows that median classification
accuracy decreases to 77% and 68% by individually using temporal
energy modulation and time-frequency convolutional features
respectively.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this section, we will discuss the system’s current behavior,
expected outcomes, and potential future directions.

Impact of ambient noise: TalkLock is designed to capture any
malicious modification to the speech. It may encounter challenges
when high levels of ambient noise are present only near the
recording device, such as crowd talking, audience clapping, phone
ringing, etc. The addition of a local noise near the recording device
will cause our system to flag authentic speech as tampered. The
reason for this misclassification is that speaker’s microphone may
not capture these local noises, which can result in a mismatch
between the meta-information embedded in the QR code and
features computed from the recorded speech. While our system
can effectively ignore low ambient noise added to the speech with
the help of a speech denoiser, further processing is required to
remove any non-speech component from the recorded audio to
obtain a clean speech before running the verification process. It is
reasonable to remove ambient noise because the goal of our system
is to identify any contextual speech modifications. This will enable
the audience to record a verifiable speech even in a noisy crowd.

Missing QR codes: The current implementation of TalkLock
relies on the screen-camera communication to transmit QR codes
required for speech verification. However, a missing QR code leaves
content ineligible for verification, which adds a constraint on the
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audience to always keep the QR code in the recorder’s field of
view. To address this issue, TalkLock proposes to display a QR code
on a smartphone placed near the speaker’s face which makes it
easier for the audience to record both speaker and the QR code.
However, this solution is not effective in scenarios where either
the audience or the speaker is in motion, the camera is focused
solely on the speaker’s face, the recorder is too far to capture a
clear QR code, or the camera resolution is insufficient to record
a readable QR code. To overcome this limitation, it is necessary
to explore other channels of transmitting meta-information to the
live audience. In our future work, we plan to investigate the use
of acoustic, WiFi, and Bluetooth-based communication channels
for meta-information broadcasting. The key challenge is to ensure
that the communication channel will open ubiquitously without
imposing any additional requirements on the audience.

Securing visual features: Currently, TalkLock is effective in
protecting speech audio from contextual modifications. However, it
does not consider the rich contextual information present in speech
videos. Adversaries canmodify the facial expressions, hand gestures,
and body postures of the speaker, which can completely alter the
perceived meaning of the speech, e.g., a wink or a thumb down. As
our future direction, we aim to design robust visual features that
can be embedded into the QR code to enable our system to verify
both the audio/visual content of the recorded.

7 RELATEDWORK
This section discusses the existing methods of detecting and
preventing content modification attacks.

7.1 Artifact-based Detection
The creation and detection of fakemedia is an active field of research
[46, 50]. Existing methods rely on subtle inconsistencies, such
as warping [42], blending [39], and splicing [33] added into the
content either during the generation or modification process. The
signatures corresponding to the common content generators are
also used in detecting fake media [65, 68, 71, 72]. The detection
is not only limited to capturing technical inconsistencies, subtle
abnormalities in human behaviors can also be used to verify
content integrity. Such as, unnatural eye blinking [41], inconsistent
head poses [67], abnormal heart rate [31], mismatch between lip
movement and spoken words [12, 28] and emotional cues from both
audio and video [47]. However, these detection techniques rely on
inconsistencies and signatures that can be learned and resolved
by new fake content generation methods, so it is necessary to
continue developing new detection techniques. In TalkLock, we
take a different approach and propose a detection method that
verifies the content by matching features of the speech signal with
the authentic features from the QR code embedded into the video.

7.2 Metadata-based Prevention
Another approach to mitigating fake content is by embedding
immutable meta-information which can be used to verify the
content’s authenticity. Content Authentication Initiative (CAI)
has developed a way of appending critical information into the
metadata of the image [3]. Recently, Vronicle [44] propose a
system for generating verifiable videos by appending recorder

credentials and information about the applied filters in themetadata.
On the other hand, [30] proposes a deep learning-based image
authentication method that uses a watermark embedded in the
image in verifying its authenticity. Another work [43] proposes an
image authentication method utilizing a QR code as a watermark,
which contains a cryptographically secure digital signature of
the image. Similarly, [11] proposes a detection method for voice
impersonation by adding digital watermarks in the audio track of
the video. These approaches need the recorder’s cooperation to add
verification information.

We recently found a preprint of a short note discussing a similar idea
of QR code-based screen-camera communication for live speech
authentication [19]. This work used a textual representation of the
speech, as opposed to the voice signal used in TalkLock, as the
source information to protect from the adversary. While innovative,
the textual representation of speech is inadequate to protect against
the most common attacks through the manipulation of tone, pitch,
and speed of the speech, as seen in the case of the fake Nancy
Pelosi video [49]. TalkLock presents a technique to identify the set
of signal-level features that can capture the phonetic information of
the speech as it is heard by the audience. The features are carefully
designed to remain robust against environmental channels and form
an immutable code for the speech. Moreover, we establish a QR
code-based communication system and packet structure to convey
the meta-information allowing the audience to record a verifiable
video. TalkLock designs and implements a practical system and
shows a comprehensive evaluation of a technique to protect live
speeches in real-world scenarios.

7.3 Regulation at Source
Another way of controlling the spread of fake media is by taking
regulatory measures and increasing media literacy. In 2019, Texas
passed a law making it illegal to distribute deepfake videos [9] that
can injure a candidate or influence the election results. Moreover,
in 2018, Nebraska Senator Ben Sasse introduced the malicious
deepfake prohibition act which makes it illegal to distribute a
deepfake that can facilitate criminals [1]. Several initiatives are
in the proposal phase such as the deepfakes accountability act
requires that malicious audio and visual content should be marked
as deepfakes. In addition to regulatory measures, raising media
literacy and teaching audiences to be curious about the sources of
information and assess their credibility is another way to reduce
the impact of fake media [8]. However, TalkLock takes a different
approach and attempts to provide a technical solution for content
authentication.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we are presenting TalkLock, a speech integrity
verification system that enables speakers to deliver tamper-proof
live speeches even when the speech is recorded by any member
of the audience. TalkLock achieves this by proposing a novel
verification system in which meta-information is added to the video
by displaying it on a QR code. Moreover, it designs two types of
features and a Siamese network for channel-agnostic verification.
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